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NB KAI TAK
£47,950.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Style

Semi-Traditional

Berth

4

Length

57ft

NB Kia Tak (57ft/17.38m)
BSS to Jan 2024
HULL:
Built in 2005 this hull declared thickness at built of 10/6/5/4mm has a modern look to her with
her nice shaped bow and black and silver colour scheme, with silver rounded windows she looks
very smart and is bound to turn heads, she has grey and cream coach lines and a cream roof.
With a semi trad stern. She has a forward cratch with grey boards and black cover and a rear
black pram cover covers the semi trad.
She has a s/steel water tank. She was last blacked and had 6 anodes ﬁtted in Jan of 2020.
Height to Cabin Centre 6ft 5” (2m)
BERTHS: 4 Berth
FIT OUT :
She is assumed to be spray foam insulated and is lined in light oak panels with light oak trim ,
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the ﬂoor is ﬁtted with carpet and there is a varnished wooden plank ﬂoor in the galley.
SALOON (19.6ft/6m):
Entrance in is down two steps which are ﬂanked by two full height storage cupboards, in front of
these are the corner solid fuel stove to one side, and to the other is a corner unit with glass
display cabinet and a wall mounted TV along with open shelves to the side. There is a very large
saloon with some free standing furniture, towards the end is an L shaped dinette with a free
standing table and extra fold up chairs, which gives many choices when it comes to seating. The
dinette is upholstered in a burnt orange coloured fabric and it can be converted to a sleeping
area as well as having a storage area under.
GALLEY (7.5ft/2.23m):
The U shaped galley is well equipped with a full sized gas cooker with 4 burners an oven and
grill. There is a round stainless steel sink and drainer and a 12v undercounter 12v fridge new in
2016. There are a number of under counter units and a light formica worktop with green and
cream tiled splashback a lift up ﬂap gives extra work space and there are a couple of small
cupboards on the wall. Opposite is a small set of side doors and there is a large pantry style
cupboard in the corridor.
BATHROOM (3.4ft/1.06m, excluding shower):
This well proportioned bathroom has a shower with glazed door, a thetford cassette with 4
cassettes a vanity unit with basin, and a small mirrored medicine cabinet above, there are
several lights and an extractor fan.
BEDROOM (9.8ft/3m):
Has a ﬁxed double with pull out extension which makes it to a full sized double there is a shelf
over the bed with reading lights, at the foot of the bed is a small unit with drawers and a full
height hanging wardrobe along with three steps up to the rear of the boat. Which has a semi
trad style area covered with a canvas cover.
ENGINE ROOM & ELECTRICS:
The Semi-trad stern area houses a Beta 38 with a reported running hours of 6420 and a PRM
150 gearbox. She has twin alternators with a land line connection with a galvanic isolator
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supplying 1 starter and 4 domestic batteries. There is a Victron inverter/battery charger with an
output if 3KW. Heating is provided by a webasto diesel boiler with ﬁn rad running throughout
the length of the boat and a towel rail. There is also a vetus electric bow thruster
OTHER EQUIPMENT: 2x13kg gas bottles, 3 x ﬁre extinguishers and a ﬁre blanket, mooring equipment, Life Ring,
Water hose and reel. Solar panels with control box output aprox 10amps.Cordless Vacuum
cleaner, twin tub washing machine 4G Roof antenna, TV freeview and 12v freesat dishes.

Category: Under Oﬀer

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
57ft (17.38m) Semi Trad Style, 2005
Hull by C T Lowe, F/O—Elton Moss
4 Berth
S/F Stove and Diesel Heating with Fin Rads.
£47,500
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